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• Very sensitive detectors measuring ultra-low radioactivity also find applications for 

environmental and hydro-geological measurements, radiochronology, and the control 

of the origin of manufactured products.

• The existence of large underground facilities for astroparticle physics is also an 

opportunity to address central questions in other science fields, in particular in modern 

earth science, biology and engineering. 

The subsurface environment is complex, with characteristics that set it apart from other 

materials. Understanding the coupled thermo-, hydro-, mechanical, chemical and 

biological properties of rock at depths of a few hundred to several thousand meters or 

more is increasingly important in a wide range of key studies and applications, from 

understanding the earthquakes, to understanding the role of underground microbial life 

in the development of all life. 

I will report on the present non-astroparticle physics activities in underground 

laboratories and will discuss the possibility of the future development of these facilities 

as multidisciplinary platforms. 











































Laboratorio Subterraneo de Canfranc. LSC

1986 A. Morales creates the first

Canfranc Laboratory (100 m2)

close to a non-used railway tunnel

2005 Morales compeltes the new

laboratory between the new free

way tunnel and the railway tunnel

TAUP 2003

•850 m rock overburden (2.4 km w.e.)
•Neutron flux = 210–2 m–2s–1

•µ flux = 2-4  10–3 m–2s–1 (site dependent)
• g flux= 1.9±0.2  104 m–2s–1

•Radon 50-80 Bq/m3

•Ventilation: 11 000 m3/h (one volume in 40’)
•Underground area 1000 m2

•Support facilities on the surface under 
construction
•Scientific programme being defined
Horizontal access, drive-in to the experiments
Staff (being hired) = 12 positions
•Works to recover from anomalies of the 
original project being done (Saragossa 
University)

Old lab (since 1986)

ANAIS. DM. Modulation with NaI

ROSEBUD. DM. R&D for EURECA

Other R&D, low radioactivity 

measurements



600 m2 (40x15x12)

Depth:   800 m, access horizontal

Muons: 0.47 x 10-2 m-2 s-1

Hall A

Hall B

Hall C

150 m2 (15x10x7)

CANFRANC Experimental halls A, B  
Ready July 2010

Radon: 50-80 Bq/m3

Neutrons: 210–2 m–2 s–1



GEODYN: A Geodynamic Observational Facility in the 

Canfranc Laboratory

The facility is proposed to consist of :

-a two-component strain-meter to measure small scale deformation over 

distances of 100 m inside the Earth 

-a broad band seismometer, which will measure data at low noise and of 

unusually high quality 

- a seismic accelerometer for measuring strong-motion 

two GPS stations, which will be continuously recording surface movement, 

which can be correlated to the strain measurements and the local seismic 

activity.



The facility will be a high-class observatory for five study themes:

1. Measurement of seismic phase velocities, which holds the potential of widening our understanding 

of how seismic waves actually propagate in the real Earth 

2. Slow earthquakes, a challenging aspect with broad perspectives, not least seem in relation to the 

recent discovery of similar type of earthquakes from fast moving glaciers. 

3. Strain seasonal changes. Related to new high quality measurements of Earth gravity changes from 

satellite, this aspect may further the understanding of the processes responsible for the temporal 

changes in gravity, of utmost importance for studies of the water resources on Earth. 

4. Tectonic deformation. The continuous real time recording of in-situ deformation inside the Pyrenean 

orogen and coincident, continuous real-time measurement of the surface deformation may provide 

significant data for understanding the processes related to orogenic deformation. The installation of 

continuous GPS instruments at the surface will provide link between the small scale deformation inside 

the crust and the movement of the Earth’s surface. The outcome of these studies will undoubtedly 

provide background for  significant contributions to TopoEurope, which presently is the major 

European Earth Science programme. 

5. Strong motion studies are most often carried out after the recoding of major earthquakes. Here the 

recordings will be made throughout the whole sequence of a seismic event, and supplemented by 

information on actual deformation in the crust.



Broad Research activities

• Neutrino physics

• Dark matter
• Nuclear reactions of astrophysics interest
• Fundamental Physics
• Geophysics 
• Biology

LNGS: the world largest underground laboratory

• Opening: 1987
• 1400 m rock coverage
• Muon flux = 3.0x10-4 s-1 m-2

• Neutron flux = 3.8±0.3 10–2 m–2s–1
• Experimental Area = 3 halls 17300 m2;   

Volume 180 000 m3, ISO 14001
• Access: horizontal through the highway 
tunnel
• γ flux= 1 104 m–2s–1

• Ventilation: 1 lab volume/3 h
• Radon in air 50-120 Bq/m3 (less @ 
experiments)
• The largest international scientific 
community
• Permanent staff = 80 permanent +23



Roman lead for CUORE @LNGS

1-Jul-11 Lucia Votano-LNGS 28

•120 ingots of Roman Lead (4 tons)
from an ancient ship that sunk off the Sardinia coast
have arrived in LNGS and are safely installed underground. 
With the previous 170 they are sufficient for the internal 
shield of CUORE.







































Considerations on future 

Engineering, Geoscience and Bioscience experiments



*  What are the interactions among subsurface processes?

* Are underground resources of drinking water safe and secure?

* Can we reliably predict and control earthquakes?

* Can we make the earth "transparent" and observe underground 

processes in action?



“We do not understand the strength of a rock mass”

Reply by Professor Leopold Muller to the question “Why do we need 

an International Society for Rock Mechanics?” posed during a radio 

interview in Salzburg, May 24, 1962- when he officially registered the 

ISRM as a Society.



QuickTime™ and a

 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Coupled Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical-Chemical Processes



Faults are important 

features that cut across 

the geosciences

Understanding the nucleation and rupture of earthquakes on faults is a central theme of 

seismology, rock mechanics and structural geology. 

Faults affect preferential pathways to fluids at all lengths and time scales. An important 

fraction of Earth’s heat flow is carried by hydrothermal circulation through faults.

Faults can also be a locus for microbial life. Hydrogen released during the faulting process 

may have sustained the earliest life on the planet, and it may continue to be important to the 

deep biosphere. 

Fluid transport and chemical reactions are important contributors to microbial life, and the 

microbes likely facilitate chemical reactions. The ensemble chemical reactions alter 

permeability and affect fluid pressures, which in turn control fluid flow and mechanical 

stability. 

Damage during an earthquake rupture can be healed and resulting changes in permeability 

can be sealed by chemical reactions, thereby influencing subsequent fault slip. 



Despite their significance, studying Earth stresses and strain deep in 

the subsurface and their interaction with preexisting or growing 

fractures, moving or static fluids, and chemical or biochemical reactions 

are restricted to sparse point measurements in deep boreholes and 

deep mines

Fractures are commonly too small and widely spaced to be effectively 

sampled by boreholes.

Operating mines provide access to the underground but do not usually 

allow for long-term studies.

The most desirable subsurface experimental setting therefore includes 

observations at large scales (hundreds of meters to kilometers) and for 

long periods of time (years to decades)



One consistently high profile area for biological advance, is the discovery of new 

microbes that expand our knowledge of the strategies and limits of life, such as 

microbes that harvest new sources of energy, live at even higher temperatures or 

pressures or exhibit new biochemical reactions some of which may have 

biotechnological or pharmaceutical value.

C.f., Schulz, H. N., T. Brinkhoff, T. G. Ferdelman, H. Hernandez Marine, A. Teske, 

and B. B. Jorgensen, 1999. Dense populations of a giant sulfur bacterium in 

Namibian shelf sediments. Science 284: 493-495

The discovery of these organisms often occurs in samples from unusual habitats 

where unique biology may have evolved. An Underground Lab will necessarily access 

unique subsurface material that could reasonably harbor unique biology. 

Major biological question on energy sources, energy efficiency, evolution of small 

populations, horizontal gene exchange as well as mechanisms of mineral weathering 

could be addressed with access enabled by Underground Labs.



http://www.deepscience.org/





A broad classes of engineering, geoscience and bioscience 

experiments could be accomplished in future

• Scale effects and coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes
Stimulated by the proposal to construct a large cavity for Megaton scale 

detector. Such an underground cavity is unprecedented and provides a 

unique opportunity for engineering research on the effects of scale on rock 

deformation

• Subsurface imaging (Transparent Earth); 
Explore the potential of a variety of geophysical techniques to make the rock 

more ‘transparent’ and beat its opaque nature

• Mechanics of induced fracturing and fault slip; 
New tests on hydraulic fracturing (used extensively in the oil and gas 

industry); investigate rock strain as a function of time and position near faults

• Biology
Investigate the microbiological role in the rock weathering processes and 

explore unknown aspects by access to a unique habitat.



Any single underground site has important limitations. 

This is true for geo-engineering and geoscience research as well as for 

biology: owing to important variations in rock types, loading conditions, 

temperature and fluid regime, investigations at many sites are likely to 

yield the most valuable insights. 

Thus interdisciplinary research would be benefited by international 

cooperation and a strategy of several subsurface sites. 


